Hello Reception
Here are some activities for you to be having a
go at if you are at home!
We hope you have lots of fun having a go at
these.
If you want to show us what you have been up
to then you can send us some pictures to the
RVIS parent mail!

This week we continue our fantastic phonics sessions and will be
learning the next four sounds. Below are some activities to help support
you at home in learning these new sounds.
We are learning some new
sounds this week .

But don’t forget to keep
practising the ones you know
already

Walk round the house
and try to identify
things that start with
the new sounds you
know.

Practise using your
magic finger in the air,
use your finger and
write on the floor.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eux
N7LGOoLc
Click the link to listen to the Jolly
phonics song to help you learn the
new sounds.
Challenge: Can you write the letters
sounds you have been practising at
home and at school.

This week in number time………
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Go on a shape hunt
What shapes are the
everyday objects in
your house?

10

.
Watch the Jack Hartman video about
number bonds to 10. Can you find
ways the different ways of making 10.
Have a go at writing the number bond
sentences. Can you spot a pattern?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y
1oa6o0fMKk

Can you fill in the missing
number?

What shape is a plate?
What shape is the TV?
What shape is the roof
of your house?.

Can you
label the
body parts
of the
Stickman?

Collect some sticks
or twigs. Then get
your fingers moving.
Use some material,
ribbon or wool to
wind around the
stick/twig to make
your own stick
family.

Read the Going on a bear hunt story
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWPHsgt__z8
then have a go at Cosmic Yoga
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAT5NiWHFIU

